
Artist name:

ARTIST ANALYSIS

ABOUT YOU

Hometown:

Current location:

Musical journey:
Come from a musical family? Study music in school? Sing since you could speak?

Achievements:
Big shows, radio plays, sync placements, awards, grants
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Mission statement:
Brands/businesses often have a statement to summarise their beliefs, values and purpose.

Musical inspiration:
Which artists/albums inspired you to become a musician?

Other inspiration:
Have you drawn inspiration from other sources? I.e. films, sports, nature, culture?

Passions and hobbies:
Are there activities (other than music) that play a large role in your life?
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Genre:
Think both  general and narrow - i.e. pop is a general genre, indie pop is narrower.

Similar artists - best sellers:
Who are the best-selling artists within your genre? Both now, and of all-time?

Similar artists - near your stage:
Artists within the same genre, with a similar following - who would be on the same lineup as
you right now?

Unique Selling Points:
What sets you apart from other artists making the same style of music? Do you use a rare
instrument or unique production technique? Sing in a dialect? Have an interesting live show?
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MUSIC



Overarching themes:
Are there prominent themes in your music/lyrics? I.e. heartbreak, homesickness, climate
change, lust, hard work

Recurring words and phrases:
Do you have recurring words/phrases in your lyrics? I.e. "heart," "ocean," "learning"

What do you want to achieve?
Let your imagination roam wild here - what are your ultimate, biggest goals as a musician?

Describe your dream show:
What would be the absolutely perfect show for you to put on as artist? What venue? What
would you wear? What would the set look like?
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Tone of voice:
What kind of language do you use? Poetic, witty, light-hearted, conceptual, straight-shooting?

Visual aesthetic:
Do you have a consistent identity throughout your visuals? I.e. popart, minimal, rustic, lofi

Colours which represent your music:
Either the colours present in your artwork, or think more abstract - for example, does your
music feel like calm pastel colours, or like a strong siren red? All the better if these align!

References:
Can you think of other artists who's brand you like? Similar message/style/merch to what you
have, or would like to have?
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BRAND



Age:
under 18 / 18-24 / 25-35 / 36+

Interests:
What interests or hobbies  do your audience have?  Where do they hang out? Are they likely to
be a part of a specific culture, i.e. skating?

Words to describe your target audience:
I.e. hipster, Norwegian, young, attentive

Preferred communication channels:
I.e. Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, Pintrest, Tumblr

Location:
Primarily local to your city or country? Happen to have a following abroad?

AUDIENCE
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Release title:

Song/EP meaning:
Straight-to-the-point, what is the meaning behind release? I.e. breaking the mould, staying
true to yourself, rebirth

What made you want to create it:
I.e. a breakup, a cultural event, moving abroad, a death, a new relationship

What are you wanting to say:
Is there a specific message you'd hope your audience would understand?

CAMPAIGN
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